Title: CAC Accreditation and Assessment Work Group Meeting Agenda
Date: Tuesday, February 9, 2016
Time: 2:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Place: Lama 111A

Members: Kelli Brandvold, Dawne Bost, Ana Bravo, Katrina Ghazanfar, Kelli Goya, Susan Jaworowski, Lisa Kanae, Susan Kazama, No’eau Keōpūhiwa, Salvatore Lanzilotti, MacKenzie Manning, Robert Moeng, Nawa’a Napoleon, Louise Pagotto, Sunny Pai, Lori Sakaguchi, LaVache Scanlan, Anthony Silva, Ron Takahashi, Joanne Whitaker and Amy Patz Yamashiro

Members Absent:

Agenda

Call to Order: Katrina Ghazanfar and Nawa‘a Napoleon, Co-Chairs

I. Discussion Topics:

Send out the CAC charge for the future.
Get minutes from the other Work Groups as evidence for accreditation.

2:00 p.m. Taskstream Update:
   Dawne Bost
Tomorrow – system wide assessment system to decide which AMS to pick. Committed to TS until fall 2017. RFP (Request for proposals) of $20,000 for each college. WASC 201 – no one is going to do it. 2 other schools may use TS independently. Would get a better price for the AMS and LAT.

TS – great in CTE – Health sciences, HOST is doing their best, LAT works best in our CTE programs and small A&S programs. LLL is good response.
Hit the goal for people signing up. VCAS is ready to go in March and April.
Beta testing a new system from LiveText. LAT of TS – old and not easy to use. Eportfolio – TS LAT will not be used. Good mechanism for gathering data for assessment.
Can have an additional eportfolio system. LiveText is friendlier in terms of support. Pleased at where we are in terms of the implementation. TS is the best system for KCC.
OCET will be moving into TS next week.

Student affairs – counselors using TS. Ending our cycle of our assessment. Next steps – blend TS with ARPD. Can cater TS to what they need.
TS can be used for different purposes.

2:15 pm. ACCJC Self Study: Quality Focus Essay
What is it and discussion on possible topics
Salvatore Lanzilotti

New Standards – see slides. Get from sal
DE – is everywhere. Need to figure this out. FS DE committee.
CE – is everywhere.

Quality Focus Essay –
- Co-Requisite Model for English and math
- Integration of Gen ed outcomes and ILO – make them more coherent
- Star registration and pathways – spring 2017 – BLT (fall 2016) how to select courses. – student success, student services with academic services. Focuses English 100 – what is the next courses? How do we prepare them with content?
- Student success – mentoring.
- Work with student affairs in assessment – to see how students can be more actively engaged on a qualitative level. Oral traditions and interviews, focus groups. Get Student affairs and academic affairs in the same room. Co-curricular support.
- Distance Education – student support? Financial Aid? Registrar? No coherent plan for student support in DE. Online support for DE students.

Eligibility Requirements
Federal regulations

2:40 p.m. ACCJC Self Study 2018: An approach to addressing the Standards
Salvatore Lanzilotti

Next Meetings:
Tuesday, March 8, 2016 at 2-3pm
Tuesday, April 12, 2016 at 2-3pm
Tuesday, May 10, 2016 at 2-3pm